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Photo credits: in this issue the photos in each article are copyright of the author
of the article, except where stated otherwise.

Entries must be taken in 2017 in the UK; they must be of butterflies or moths
in colour or B &W; theymust be submitted by e-mail to the newsletter editor
as a JPG file at 300 dpi resolution, A5 size by October 31st 2018 (note carefully
thesedetails, theyarenot negotiable). Include yourmembershipnumberwith
your entry. Entries are limited to three per member.

Judging will be by the Branch Committee, whose members or their relatives
may not enter. The winning entry will appear on the front cover of the Spring
2019 newsletter; second and third entrieswill be on the back cover. First prize
- £25 book token.

Open to allMembersofCheshire&PeakBranchofBC

Photographic Competition2018

Photographic Competition 2017
We are grateful to all the members who entered last year's photographic
competition. Wehad to judge fromalmost fifty entries and itwasadifficult, though
pleasurableprocess. The firstprizewaswonbyBarryMills,whosepictureofmating
Silver-studded Blues at Prees Heath (Shropshire) appears on the front cover of this
issue. The second (Large ElephantHawk caterpillar by JonAshton) and third (White
PlumeMothbyMuriel Dale) entries areon theoutside and insideof theback cover.

Several other entrants scored highly. We are running the competition again this
year (see below) and hope that all who entered last year will try again as well as
some new entrants. Some of last year's entries would have scored higher if more
attention had been paid to composition and cropping - don't fill the frame with
butterfly/moth, think about harmony between insect and background.

We will be running a workshop on photography of butterflies and moths at your
Members' Day inMay (see Page 8). Wewill discuss the formation of a Photography
Group within the Branchmembership, with a view to organising special field trips.
The rationale for this would be planning via e-mail at very short notice, when the
weather forecast suggests thatanoutingwouldbeworthwhile. Theother rationale
would be that such a group would be member-driven - anyone could decide on an
outing and simply invite others along. Interested?
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COVER IMAGE Silver-studded Blue (Plebejus argus)

This species does not occur in Cheshire, the closest colony being at Prees Heath
(Butterfly Conservation Reserve) in Shropshire, where this photograph of a
matingpairwas takenbyBarryMills. Thispicturewonthe firstprize in last year's
photographic competition.

Copy deadline for the Autumn issue - September 30th 2018

Authorship and Copyright
Authors submitting manuscripts to The Cheshire & Peak Argus have the right to
retain copyright on text and photographs and, unless stated otherwise, it should
beassumedthat theydoso. All articleswithouta statedauthorarewrittenby the
Editor and all photographswithout stated attribution are property and copyright
of theEditor (DavidTomlinson). Neither textnor illustrationsmaybe reproduced
without permission, requests for which should be addressed to the Editor in the
first instance, who will then ask permission of the copyright owner.
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If you have any questions about their roles, or feel youwould like to help the branch, please
contact any one of them.

Chairman & Conservation Officer (Stockport) Malcolm Plant
malcplant2009@hotmail.com 0161 483 3535

Branch Secretary Luciano Pinto
lpintocbc@gmail.com 07460 880186

Treasurer & Conservation Officer (Grants) Phil Kinder
p.kinder3@ntlworld.com 0161 430 5107

Surveys & Transects Co-ordinator Tim Ward
henbury@aol.com 01625 424797

Newsletter Editor David Tomlinson
david.tomlinson@manchester.ac.uk 01663 762596

WCBS Co-ordinator Alan Chadwick
chadwick306@btinternet.com 07920 878747

Publicity Officer Leanna Dixon
leannadixon@ymail.com

Membership Secretary and Conservation Officer Stephanie Leese
S.Leese@edu.salford.ac.uk

Conservation Officer (Vale Royal) and Education Officer Rupert Adams
rupertadams1@sky.com

Volunteer Coordinator Jessica (Jess) Britch
Jessellen1986@yahoo.co.uk 07854462882

Recorders
Cheshire Butterfly Recorder Rupert Adams
rupertadams1@sky.com 01606 47665

Derbyshire Butterfly Recorder Ken Orpe
ken@malaga.plus.com

Greater Manchester Butterfly Recorder Peter Hardy
pgll@btopenworld.com 28 Hyde Grove, Sale, M33 7TE. 0161 972 0725

Cheshire Macro-moth Recorder Steve Holmes
steve_marion@btopenworld.com 01928 723871
28 Deansfield Way, Elton, Chester, CH2 4PP

Cheshire Micro-moth Recorder Steve Hind
stevehind32@btinternet.com 01625 859504

Contact details for Committee Members and Recorders
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Editorial

As stated in the last newsletter, we have gone down from three to two issues per
annum. The reason is simply that I do not get enough content to fill three issues.
Havingmade that point, the current issue is very pleasing, because I havebeenable
to include four unsolicited articles fromourmembers. And it is not just numbers of
articles and pages filled - these are all fascinating pieces.

With the reduction in numbers of issues, we can now print everything in full colour
and with the increasing interest in photography of butterflies andmoths, this is an
essential step forward. More and more members are producing pictures of very
high quality, as evidenced by the results of our Photo Competition, so that it is only
fair that your efforts are represented in the Argus with a reasonable standard of
reproduction.

The size of each issue is not limited. The current one is the usual length, but I hope
thatwewillbeableto increasethesizeof future issues. Becauseofprinting logistics,
increments must be in jumps of four pages, so please consider recording your
summer activities, your thoughts, your creativewhimsy anddon't forget this year's
Photo Competition. This is going to be an annual feature.

We plan to highlight the growing interest in photography at this year's Members
Day (see Page 8). Wewill have aworkshop covering various aspects of the process.
Therewillbeopportunities tophotographmoths fromthetraprunthenightbefore,
withconsiderationofpost-processingofmoth imagesusing focus-stacking. Youwill
also be able to try your hand at capturing images of Dingy Skippers (weather
permitting). Therewill bediscussions of problemsand solutions over lunchtime, so
bring your pictures along if you want to have constructive criticism.

I have had several expressions of interest in field trips specifically organised for
photography and the Branch would like to support this. There are problems in
organising such trips against a background of unpredictable weather. We will
discuss this atMembers'Dayand Ihavemadesomesuggestionsunder theheadline
of Photographic Competition (inside front cover). It seems to me that the only
solution is to give sufficient flexibility to allow groups to operate as dictated by the
weather forecast - trips planned at very short notice for small groups of members.
If thisprospect interestsyouandyoucannotget toMembers'Day,pleasee-mail the
Editor to express your interest and your opinions. It is likely that we will establish
a photography sub-group contactable at short notice via e-mail.

Rupert Adams has completed his first year as County Recorder and is working on
the Annual Report for 2017. He sends an apology for its appearance later than
usual, but theReportwill be formatted rather differently fromprevious versions.

Please remember that on these and any other topic your feedback is always
welcome.
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Welcome to newmembers!

ButterflyConservationCheshirewould like togiveawarmwelcometothe following
new members who have joined our branch since the last newsletter! We’ll look
forward tomeetingmanyof thesenew faces on our Field Trips and Branch Events
throughout the year!

Mrs S Ainsworth - CHESTER
Mr J & Mrs P Ashton - WIRRAL
Mrs C Arnold - MACCLESFIELD
Mr M Atkins - DEESIDE
Ms S Banks - HYDE
Mrs C Barker-Doughty - NORTHWICH
Mrs P Bastow - KNUTSFORD
Mrs M Bebbington - WARRINGTON
Ms E Bestwick & Mr M Burnley -
WALLASEY
Ms A Bird - BAKEWELL
Mr D Bourne - NANTWICH
Mr J Boyd - CREWE
Miss J Burrows - ELLESMERE PORT
Miss C Cambridge - CHESTER
Ms Y Cohen - HIGH PEAK
Mrs J & Mr G Colin - CHEADLE
Miss A Cooper - KNUTSFORD
Mr R & Miss H Cope - CHEADLE
Mr P & Mrs S Cross - STOCKPORT
Mr M Cunliffe - CHESTER
Mrs N & Mr J Darrah & Family -
STOCKTON HEATH
Mrs C Deer - WALLASEY
Miss L Dineen - STOCKPORT
Mr J Eary - HIGH PEAK
Mr R C Eckton - NORTHWICH
Mrs A & Mr M Ellery & Family -
MACCLESFIELD
Mr L Fahey - NORTHWICH
Mrs N Gregory - CHESTER

Miss M Griffiths - FRODSHAM
Mrs R Griffiths - CREWE
Miss S Griffiths & Mr I Fawthrop -
WALLASEY
Mrs P M Hardy - NESTON
Mrs C & Mr C Harrison & Family -
STOCKPORT
Mr K Hatton - MEOLS
Ms A Hawkins & Mr N Merrony -
CREWE
Mrs D Hewitt - WARRINGTON
Mrs S Hart - WARRINGTON
Ms V R Hicks - SALE
Mr A Hindley - WARRINGTON
Miss N High - STOCKPORT
Miss K Holmes - CHEADLE
Mr D Holt - WIRRAL
Mrs T Houston & Family -
WARRINGTON
Mrs J M Hulme - STOCKPORT
Miss E Jones & Mr D Mackintosh -
CONGLETON
Mr G Jones & Ms A Hannan - NESTON
Mrs L & Mr M Joynson & Family -
MACCLESFIELD
Mrs S Kelso-Thompson & Mr P
Thompson & Family - CHEADLE
Mr P Kenyon - NORTHWICH
Ms S Law - MACCLESFIELD
Mr A Lindop - DEESIDE
Mr J & Mrs B Liggins - WIDNES
Mrs D Lightfoot - RUNCORN
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Web contacts - latest count.....

Currently Cheshire & Peak BC Branch has 921 'likes' on
Facebook and 1138 followers on Twitter. We must be
doing something of interest? Find out!

Mrs S & Mr M Lightfoot & Family -
NORTHWICH
Ms S Lightwood - MACCLESFIELD
Ms N Loveday - BUXTON
Mr S Lyus - WIRRAL
Mrs A & Mr MMacariou - NANTWICH
Mrs J & Mr K Marley & Family - WIRRAL
Mrs J L & Mr R G Maund - SANDBACH
Ms K McCabe - CHESTER
Mrs L McCarthy - WIRRAL
Mrs K & Mr F McConnell & Family –
MALPAS
Mrs J & Mr A McDonald - BUXTON
Mr R McHale - WARRINGTON
Mrs N & Mr S Meerman & Family -
STOCKPORT
Mrs L Moore - STOCKPORT
Mrs R Moran - GLOSSOP
Ms J Morris - BUXTON
Ms R Morris - NANTWICH
Mrs J Norton - WIRRAL
Mrs D O'day - RUNCORN
Mrs J Osbaldeston - MACCLESFIELD
Mrs C & Mr R Overton - ELLESMERE
PORT
Miss M Pandya - WALLASEY
Mr S Parkes & Ms C Baldock -
NORTHWICH
Miss A Price - DEESIDE
Mrs C Reynolds - OXTED

Mrs A Roberts-Dinsley & Family - HIGH
PEAK
Ms H Robinson - STOKE-ON-TRENT
Miss L Robinson - CREWE
Mr J Robson - ELLESMERE PORT
Mr C Rudd - STOCKPORT
Mr M Samuels - STOCKPORT
Ms V Sargent - NESTON
Miss V Scregg & Family - WALLASEY
Ms Z Shreef - NESTON
Mrs E Smith - WIRRAL
Mrs H J Smith - CREWE
Mrs J Smith - BUXTON
Mr J Taylor - CHESTER
Miss K Taylor - NANTWICH
Mr J Thurgate - ALTRINCHAM
Mr A N R Toft & Mrs Z Zhang -
STOCKPORT
Mr D Trollope - WIRRAL
Mrs A & Mr B Ursell - NORTHWICH
Mr T Walters - STOCKPORT
Miss S Watson - MACCLESFIELD
Miss L Webber & Dr J Brooks -
STOCKPORT
Mr J Williams - WARRINGTON
Mrs N Williams - CREWE
Miss F Wood - NANTWICH
Mr A Woodworth - WIRRAL
Dr R Wright - CREWE
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Events in 2018

Saturday April 28th 2018 Marshall's Arm

Target species: early spring butterflies Time: 11 am

Meeting point: Parking at the very end of Saxons Lane. Do not obstruct the road or
gateways. Grid SJ652725; postcode CW81LB.

Leaders: Paul Kenyon and Rupert Adams. Contact number 07745691792.

Flat riverside walk of about 2 miles. Stout footwear.

Saturday May 19th 2018 MEMBERS DAY

This year our members day will again be held at the Lion Salt Works (Ollershaw Lane,
Northwich; Post Code CW9 6ES, Grid SJ670754). We are delighted to host Butterfly
Conservation'sNorthernRegionalOfficer,DaveWainwright,whowill providea reviewof the
conservation status of the Butterflies of Northern England. We have some brilliant
butterflies inour regionand thiswill bea superopportunity toappreciate these species. This
yearwewill againbe runningamoth trapovernightat the saltworksandexamining thecatch
during the day. This is a great opportunity to see amoth trap and identify its occupants. We
will be visiting Ashton’s Flash to see the rare Dingy Skippers. Bring your camera: you will be
able tophotographboth the trappedmothsandDingySkippersandwewill haveaworkshop,
giving advice on insect photography and processing images.

Schedule
10.00 Coffee, Tea and Conversation

10.30 Welcome and housekeeping Malcolm Plant

10.40 Photography workshop David Tomlinson

11.20 The Moth Traps – What did we catch? Rupert Adams

12.00 Lunch and photographing moths

12.45 Branch AGM

13.00 It’s not all Grim Up North – a Regional Officer’s summary Dave Wainwright

14.00 Conclusion of meeting followed by a visit to Ashton’s Flash to walk part of the
transect that has been set up for Dingy Skipper. Good photographic opportunities.

Saturday June 30th Prees Heath, Shropshire
Target species: Silver-studded Blue Time: 11 am to 2 pm

Meeting point: Prees Heath lies between the A49 and A41, two miles south of
Whitchurch, North Shropshire. Meet in the car park at Grid SJ557362 (nearest Post Code
SY13 3LA, but note that post code would take you finally to the west of the A49; the car
park is just east of the A49).
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Leader:Malcolm Plant Tel 0161 612 8172 / 0776 444 9084

Prees Heath Common is a major Butterfly Conservation reserve. Following major habitat
recreation to expand the area available to the Silver-studded Blue colony, this event is an
opportunity to observe the butterfly in large numbers and appreciate the scale of habitat
creation on the common. The Silver-studdedBlue has an intimate relationshipwith ants and
this will be described as will the restoration actions conducted on the common.
Prees Heath is a superb site for Lepidoptera and, as well as a fascinating array of habitats,
fauna and flora, we can also expect to see a good selection of butterflies including Ringlet,
Small Heath, Skippers and day flyingmoths. Note that in 2017, Prees Heathwas an excellent
spot for Purple Hairstreak low down amongst small oaks, alder buckthorn and bramble; a
return visit in mid-July is strongly recommended.
Thiswill bea short easywalk, suitable footware for roughgroundandpath is recommended,
as is a packed lunch. In the event of less than ideal weather please confirm with the event
leader.

Early September 2018 New Ferry Butterfly Park
Details to be announced later.

Sunday November 18th 2018 Liverpool World Museum
Behind the scenes to see the Lepidoptera collections. Further details will follow later in
the year.

25 years ago.....
One of our longstanding members, David Coupe, has loaned me a pile of old
newsletters from our Branch. They make interesting reading. The field trips for
1993 covered local sites - ICI Radnor Mere, Millers Dale, Chadkirk and Delamere
Forest - to visit themuch-missed Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries. Therewere also
trips to Arnside (twice), Gait Barrows, Cefn yr Ogof (Wales, in case you hadn't
guessed) and Tugley Wood in Surrey. The organisers and, presumably the
members, were much more adventurous in those days.

Therewerealsocomplaints fromthecounty recorder thathewasn'tgettingenough
records. Large parts of Cheshire appeared to be a 'butterfly desert' for want of
records. We have now gone from too few records to too few butterflies, giving
exactly the same picture.

Some things don't change though: theMay1993newsletter contained anarticle by
Barry Shaw about his butterfly travels abroad, in this case Australia. With our
diminishing native species, your travels abroad becomeall themore interesting, so
if you feel like putting fingers to keyboard when you get home, your efforts would
be most welcome.
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White-letter Hairstreak in Lyme Park
by Andrew Toft

Iwent toCluseHay inLymeParkseveral timesduring2017. Earliervisits inApril andMay
had revealedahealthypopulationofOrangeTips andGreen-veinedWhites. By theend
of June both Large and Small Skippers were abundant, bouncing around energetically
from one spot to another. Commas too, immaculate in their fresh attire were frequent
company.
Bymid-July a particularmarshy hollowhad become a favourite haunt.Within it, among
the many types of grass and sedge were some large clumps of Ragwort which offered

rich feeding for many of
our familiar species. It also
provided an ideal setting
for some close-up
photography to illustratea
series of butterfly stories
which I am writing.
During several visits my
portfolio grew. Meadow
Brown, Ringlet, Small
Heath and Whites were
common. Skippers took
advantagetooand lateron
abatchof freshly emerged
Gatekeepersdescended in
numbers and for a brief
period became the

predominant species. With the added variety of a visiting Comma, Peacock or Red
Admiral these large yellow clusters, adorned with their coloured toppings became a
charming sight.
Drawnback to this splendidplacewith its bonanzaof colour andactivity I becamespoilt,
even complacent in my observation and study. On one late July afternoon (23rd) I
almost failed to notice that one butterfly in particular was unlike the rest. In amongst a
gathering of Skippers and Browns, I slowly realised that a raised triangle of orange and
greyononeof the flower headswas actually quite different. Indeed, oncemy focus had
kicked in I recognised excitedly that this was a new species for me.
Its little hind-wing tails and the white letter W extending across most of its underside
informed me that it was a hairstreak. It was either the Black or the White-letter. The
guidebook later confirmed itwas theWhite-letterHairstreak, basedondistributionand
theabsenceoforangeonthefore-wing. Itwasprobablya femalebasedonabdomensize
and paler shade.
Instinctively I reached for the camera. I was only ametre away at this point but anxious
to get a shot before it took flight, I slowly backed away a little. Typically in this situation
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several shots followed, each one a little closer. With capture taking precedence over
quality, I didn't adjust the camera settings. To my surprise and delight though, it didn't

take flight and I soon found myself
within six inches of it and able to
photograph at will.
Feeding very passively with wings
tightly closed it was perhaps easy to
understand how it had escaped my
attention. The other butterflies were
busy. Mobile and active, they flitted
from one flower to the next, even
departing for a different plant to
return again. Skirmishes with other
butterflies would follow and they
would chase one another in tangled
sorties a few feet into the air. The
White-letter remained in one place.

Its only movement being a very slow and gradual rotation around the flower head
angling its wings to the Sun for optimum heat regulation.
Typical of hairstreaks its wings remained closed when at rest. It was a joy to study its
under-wings thoughwith theirdelicatecoloursandcompositemarkings. I pondered the
significance of the whiteW presuming its mimicry to be a form of defence adaptation.
Iwondered justhowthisspecificevolutionarypathwasforged,assumingapatternquite
distinct from other
symbols of mimicry
or camouflage in
contrasting species.
A quick scan around
the hollow sugges-
ted that this
appeared to be a
lone individual. But
perhaps there were
others close-by.
Where are the Elms
though? I wondered.
This butterfly needs
English Elm, its larval
food plant and I wasn't aware of any nearby. The adult White-letter too would spend
much of its time high among the canopy of Elm, coming down to ground only
occasionally to feed.
Content that White-letter wasn't departing in a hurry, I turned to explore some other
patches.Andthere,perchedonasmallerRagwortwasanothergembasking in thewarm
sunshine. It was a Small Copper, (female, based on size) and it too allowed me to get

A productive clump of Ragwort - (L to R) White-letter Hairstreak, four
Meadow Browns, Gatekeeper, Green-veined White
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some good close-up shots. What a beautiful butterfly, with such a rich and yet delicate
balance of handsomemarkings. I hadn't seen a Small Copper for two or three years so
this really made my day!
I returned eagerly to the hollow two days later (July 25th) and White-letter was there
again, sitting quietly among the busy Browns. Oblivious tomy presence it just sat there
feeding contentedly. Close observation revealed a slight nick or notch in the outside
edge of its forewing, six veins along from the apex. It was the same individual as before.
(The photos had showed this clearly). This was to be significant.
Due to a planned trip toWales, it was nearly twoweeks before I returned to the Hollow
(Aug5th). Itwasanovercastday though theSunwas trying tobreakout. Therewas little
activity but to my great delight White-letter was there again. But this one seemed
different. Slightly darker than previous, (possibly a male) its markings also seemed to
vary. Ageing of course would lead to loss of colour and a change in appearance, but it
did seem to be a different individual. As the light was poor, I took just one photograph,
deciding to wait for the sun to break through. White-letter soon vanished though and
did not return despite the Sun making an appearance. The photograph however,
revealed the absence of any notch on its forewing. I concluded that this White-letter
Hairstreak was indeed a different individual to the previous one.
Thechanceof twodifferentnon-migratory individualsmeandering far fromtheir colony
and arriving at the same place seems improbable. So the potential significance of this
finding is that perhaps there is, or was, a breeding population nearby.
The summer of 2018 will hopefully reveal more.

Svensson’s Copper Underwing – what’s in a
name?

by Julia Harding

After three or four years of trapping (it
seems like I startedonly yesterday), I know
that I am getting better with my
identification skills and understanding the
seasonal changes in the moths which
inhabit my garden. However, a few years
ago, I identified some Copper Underwings
and then (our Transects Coordinator), Tim
Wardsaid ‘Lookat theirundersidetocheck
if they are ordinary Copper Underwings or
Svensson’sCopperUnderwings’. So that’s
what I did this yearwhen Imanaged to trap

a Copper Underwing - my catch was duly
confirmed as Svensson’s.
Svensson’s Copper Underwing is one of
the noctuidae, or owlet moths/owl
butterflies, which tend to be nocturnal as
their name is derived from the Latin for
night owl – noctua (from nox - night).
Apparently, noctuidmoths can detect and
avoid hungry bats as they have tympanal
organs at the base of the metathorax
which can pick up the bat’s sonar and
enable them to take evasive action1. My

Photos by Andrew Toft in Lyme Park
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next thought was…whowas Svensson and
what did he do to merit getting a moth
named after him?

Ingvar Svensson (1919-2011)was fromthe
southern part of Sweden. As a young boy,
he had started collecting Lepidoptera and
continued to do so for the next 75 years or
so, although he was interested in all kinds
ofwildlife. His collections containedmore
than 120,000 specimens of 3000 species,
which are now in the care of the
Universities of Lund and Kiel. After the
war, he completed his education and
worked as a forestry officer in different
areas of Sweden. In 1946, he made his
most important ‘catch’ when he met his
future wife, Elsa!
In his 30 years as a forest officer, Svensson
began to realise that that the practice of
clear-cutting trees for the use of logging
hadnegativeeffects onbiological diversity
and was not compatible with sustainable
forestry so he started to advocate
alternative practices for forestry practice.
His job enabled him to travel around

Sweden and, from the 1950s he travelled
around the country every summer, visiting
new habitats and recording all the plants
and wildlife he found. In 1953, he
discoveredanewspeciesTineabothniella.
This was just the beginning – Svensson
discoveredat least 19more speciesnewto
science and nearly 200whichwere new to
Sweden. He was highly regarded by his
fellow lepidopterists and received the
honorarymemberships ofmany European
lepidopterists’ societies. He edited the
annual report on Swedish Micro-
Lepidoptera for 38 years and was working
on the 39th until the day before he died2.
Svensson’s Copper Underwing
(Amphipyra berbera svenssoni) was not
recognised as distinct from the Copper
Underwing (Amphipyra pyramidea) until
the 1960s and as it was Svensson who
recognised that the species were
different,he isnowhonouredbyhavinghis
name added to its classification.
However, the Latin name for Svensson’s
Copper Underwing is Amphipyra berbera
ssp. svenssoni (Fletcher): where did all
those names come from? To find out we
need to delve a bit deeper into the history
of entomology, taxonomy and
lepidoptery!
In 1758, Carl Linnaeus (1701-1778)
released his tenth edition of Systema
Naturae (first published in 1735)3 which is
a classification of all the animal kingdom
including insects and Lepidoptera4. On
page 518 of Volume 1 a Phalena Noctua
pyramidea5 is listed – this is our (ordinary)
Copper Underwing (Phalena is the word
Linnaeus gave to describe the group of
large-sized moths).
At this time, Linnaeus had not seen the
moth itself - hehad tousedescriptionsand

Svensson's Copper Underwing
photo: Julia Harding
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diagrams from the early entomologists,
Maria Merian (1647-1717), Reamur
(1683-1757) and Rosel von Rosenhof
(1705-1759). From looking at the detailed
diagrams and descriptions by Rosenhof,
our Copper Underwing is certainly
recognisable as such in Class II of his
Papillonium noctornum6.
Classifying the pyramidea under the new
system of taxonomy Linnaeus had
developed meant that he could add his
name to the identification – we arrive at
Noctua pyramidea (Linnaeus), (1758)7.
Linnaeus’ work on insects was then
continued by his pupil, John Fabricus
(1745-1808), who identified nearly 10,000
species of insects and used their
mouthparts as well as the number of their
wings and physical forms to progress the
process of classification – his system is the
basis of the insect classification systemwe
still use today.
This system was then further refined by
Ferdinand Ochsenheimer (1767-1822)
who seems to have led a very colourful life
as an actor, opera singer and comedy
writer in various theatres in the German-
speaking countries. Considered as a highly
influential lepidopterist, Ochsenheimer
was responsible for creating many new
genera, including Amphipyra – his main
work was a set of volumes on the ecology
of the Butterflies of Europe (1807-1825)8.
As for the pyramidea part of the name, I
can’t find any clue to how this originated –
all I can suggest is that the shapes of the
markings on the wings suggest the
appearance of pyramids?
At this point it looks like we may have
sorted out the reasons for the name of an
ordinary Copper Underwing – Amphipyra
pyramidea L., but that’s not the end of the

story by any means!
Let’s go back to the forests of Sweden in
1967 where Swedish entomologist Ingvar
Svensson had recognised that there were
actually two different species of Copper
Underwing in existence – the basis of this
claim was that he could show distinct
differences in thegenitaliaofeachspecies.
Svensson made his findings known to the
RegionalExpertCommitteeofEntomology
in Dresden and, in December 1968, an
article summarising these and some
follow-up research supporting Svensson’s
claims was published. The author of the
report, Urbahn9, and his colleague, a Dr
Cleve from Berlin, had tried to verify
Svensson’s findings by examining other
specimensofpyramidea in closedetail and
caughtsomenewspecimensfromPeacock
Island near Berlin – their findings
confirmed that there really were two
species of Copper Underwing.

So, why isn’t the subspecies of pyramidea
just called pyramidea svenssoni?
And the answer is…..this subspecies had
already been discovered and
documented.
In 1948, it had been identified as a
subspecies of the pyramidea by Charles
Rungs (1908-1999) in Rabat, Morocco.
Rungswasanentomologistwhoworked in
Rabat, making contributions to the
understanding of the ecology and wildlife
in theregionofMoroccoandCorsicawhich
included extensive surveys and a
comprehensive classification of the
Lepidoptera of the region. He attached
berbera to the subspecies of pyramidea as
a reference to Morocco – the Berber tribe
is one of the indigenous ethnic groups of
Morocco and North Africa.
Until 1967-8, it had been thought that
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berbera was only present in Morocco,
Algeria, Tunisia and Sardinia. However,
the work of Svensson and David Fletcher
(b. 1919), who worked at the Natural
History Museum, and other researchers
showed that berbera could also be found
in large areas of Europe including Britain,
Sweden, Denmark, France, Northern
Germany, Austria, Hungary and (the then)
Yugoslavia and Western USSR10.
However, the northerly-distributed
species of berbera are very slightly
different from their Mediterranean
counterparts and itwason is this basis that

Fletchersummarisedthenortherlyspecies
as Amphipyra berbera ssp. svenssoni
Fletcher (1968)11 and the other as
Amphipyra berbera Rungs (1949) – under
the rules of taxonomy this seems to be
how the different species are identified12.
So, what’s in a name? The next time you
find a Copper Underwing or a Svensson’s
Copper Underwing in your trap, spare a
thought forall thosewhohavecontributed
to its classification – a lesson in history and
painstaking work from many different
scientists over nearly 300 years!
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2017 - Red Invasion
by Alan Blears

So, howwas it for you? Imean, of course, your butterfly year. Here, on the eastern
outskirts of Stockport, it was undoubtedly better for some species than 2016, but
not for all. Small and Green-veined Whites and the relatively newly-arrived
Gatekeeperwereup innumbers. The colonyofHolly Blues inmygarden (Hell’sHalf
Acre) also didwell in both spring and summer broods, as it always does, but I didn’t
see evenoneelsewhere.Meadowbrowns and LargeWhiteswere relatively scarce,
and itwasanotherpooryear for threeof the“BigFive”: Small Tortoiseshell, Peacock
andPainted Lady. I saw just one 'Painty' locally all season, and inHell’s H.A. just one
each of Tortoiseshell and Peacock, apart that is from the 24 Peacocks I reared from
tiny caterpillars. These were from a web at nearby Chadkirk, in a place vulnerable
to the council’s nettle-bashers. The total was from about half of the caterpillars I
“rescued”, the others falling victim to parasitoids. After release, none of the
butterflies returned to say hello, which I thought was a bit ungrateful.

Commas had quite a good year,which leaves the remainingmember of the Big Five
club - the RedAdmiral. Therewere a fewaroundunusually early at the start of July,

and I forecast a vintage
autumn - and Wow! What a
show they put on! I have a
boundary fence about 23
yards long which is covered
in ivy, so nearly 50 yards of
ivy in total. When the ivy
flowers began to appear in
mid-September word
quickly spread among the
RedAdmiral community that
here was a feast not to be
missed. Within a week
numbers rocketed from 10,
to 16, to roughly 32 at one

time, reaching a maximum at the equinox of very roughly 50 – though a gob-
smacked neighbour reckoned it to be nearer a hundred. It is worth noting that the
maximum number I have recorded at once in the past is twelve! As the ivy flowers
faded numbers fell rapidly, the butterflies either attempting hibernation or
returning south, or simply going to a land of permanent sunshine, buddleia and ivy
in the sky. Other people, especially thosewith ivy,must have experienced a similar
Red Invasion, but how many will have really noticed them? For me, it was a
wonderful, uplifting sight in an otherwise wet, cool autumn with an exceptionally
early leaf fall. Will we ever have such a year again?
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Butterflies in Macedonia – May/June 2016
by Barry T. Shaw

The Republic of Macedonia is a small land-locked country which is the most southerly
of six republics that were previously part of Yugoslavia. Following a successful short
family holiday looking for butterflies and plants in late July 2014 it was felt worthwhile
to pay a return visit earlier in the yearwhen different butterflieswere likely to be flying.
On this occasion we were lucky enough to obtain a direct flight to the historic city of
Ohrid which lies in the extreme southwest of the country – the only drawback was that
it involved a very early morning flight from Luton.

As on our previous trip the first full day in Macedonia was spent in the Galicia National
Parkwith its impressive listofendemic floraand fauna. Unfortunately, therewasachilly
wind on the upper slopes of the mountain which restricted the number of butterflies
recorded, although we did see an occasional Scarce Swallowtail, Queen of Spain
Fritillary andNorthernWall Brown, togetherwith good numbers of the BalkanMarbled
White, Osiris Blue andWoodland Ringlet. Other more familiar insects found in the UK

included the Grizzled Skipper, Duke of
Burgundy, Marsh Fritillary and Adonis Blue,
plus a single Swallowtail “hill-topping” over
the Magaro Peak (2,254m).

For the rest of the tripwemoved to the central
area of Macedonia to base ourselves on the
outskirts of the historic town of Kavadarci.
First twodays inthis regionwerespentwalking
around the limestone massif and marble
quarries at Pletvar – the sites that had
produced sightings of the Eastern Greenish
Black-tipand the rareMacedonianGraylingon
our visit in 2014. This yearwe finallymanaged

to identify the Zephyr Blue fromall the other “blues”, plus Black-veinedWhite, Berger’s
Clouded Yellow, Mountain Small White, Ilex Hairstreak, Chequered Blue and Spotted
Fritillary. A nearby river gorge by the village of Raec also produced some interesting
species including the Yellow-banded Skipper, Orbed’s Red-underwing Skipper, Lesser
Fiery Copper, Chapman’s Blue, Iolas Blue and Lattice Brown.

This central part ofMacedonia is dominated by themassive Vardar River Valley with its
woodlands, limestone hills and dramatic gorges. Time spent here resulted in further
butterfly sightings including Oberthur’s Grizzled Skipper, Green-underside Blue,
Southern White Admiral, Nettle-tree Butterfly, Eastern Rock Grayling and Delattin’s
Grayling – this latter species is very difficult to separate with certainty from Southern
Grayling, but this is the prime site where lepidopterist’s go to record it. For the last full
day of our trip we settled on a relaxing walk along the impressive Baluna Gorge.
Butterflies were abundant at this site and during our visit wewere able to compare the

Little Tiger Blue
photo: Barry Shaw
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similarMallowSkipper,MarbledSkipper,OrientalMarbledSkipper andTuftedMarbled
Skipper. Other species added to our list included good numbers of the Little Tiger Blue,
Southern Small White and Cardinal.

In the afternoon we headed back towards our hotel, although wemade a slight detour
to the Mladost Dam which we had been informed was a good spot for dragonflies,
especially the Eastern Spectre. Unfortunately we failed to find our target species and
had to settle for Ornate Damselfly. By way of compensation we had an unexpected
bonus when we had a brief perched view of a Southern Festoon butterfly.

On our final morning all we needed to do was drive the 108 miles southwest from
Kavadarci to Ohrid Airport. The only brief roadside stop along this route produced the
last addition to our butterfly list when we spotted a Lesser Purple Emperor typically
feeding on a pile of dung in the lay-by – a magnificent insect that we had missed on
previous holidays in Europe

Parasites Lost?
This short article is about birds, not butterflies or moths, but it is related to Lepidoptera and
it is a terrific story. So, two Mexican ornithologists have discovered that House Finches
(Carpodacus mexicanus) in Mexico City add cigarette butts to their nest linings. This
behaviour appears to be deliberate, in that the cigarette butts are present in numbers that
preclude their random inclusionas general detritus. Furthermore, it seems that theaddition
of cigarette ends reduces the number of insect parasites in the nest.

They tested their suspicions with some experiments. When butts were included in nest
building, theywerepredominantly addedby the finches to thenest lining,which iswhere the
ectoparasites, mostly ticks, were concentrated. They identified a study population of 32
nests. Within 24 hours of the chicks hatching, they removed the nest lining, replaced it with
artificial felt andput the chicks back. Alongwith the felt, theymadeadditions to create three
groups of nests. One groupof 10nests received live ticks, a second group (10) haddead ticks
and the third group (12) were left free of ticks.

Statistical analysis showed that the birds added cigarette butts in greater numbers to the
nests containing live ticks, with the average weight of butts being 40% greater that the
addition to nests with dead or no ticks (they used the total weight of butts, rather than
number of butts, because the birds tended to shred them whilst adding them to the nest).
Hence it appears that the birds were deliberately using the cigarette butts as an insect
repellant. The shredding may even have made the butts more effective, but that is just
surmise.

This behaviour may have a downside, in that the authors noted increased blood cell
anomalies in associationwith increased use of cigarette butts. Their study did not extend to
test effects on numbers of chicks fledging and detection of benefits tomaturing birdswould
have been extremely difficult.

Nomechanism has been proposed. It is tempting towonderwhether chemicals in the butts
mighthavesimilareffects toneonicotinoid insecticides - thecompoundssuspectedofhaving
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deleteriouseffectsonbutterflies,mothsandcertainlybees. Butbuttswill concentratemany
noxious and aromatic compounds, so the candidate chemicals will probably never be
identified.

We do not have House Finches in the UK, but there are anecdotal reports that House
Sparrows get up to the same trick…clever little chaps!

Reference: Journal of Avian Biology 48: 1316–1321, 2017. doi: 10.1111/jav.01324

Butterfly monitoring - a comparison of
techniques

Butterfly numbers in theUKare currentlymonitoredby fourdifferentprocesses; all
are coordinated by Butterfly Conservation.
● The UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (UKBMS), which is based on a weekly

transect, walked from April to September by assigned volunteers.
● The Wider Country Butterfly Survey (WCBS), in which randomly selected 1 km

squares are surveyed twice each summer in July and August, again by assigned
volunteers.

● The Big Butterfly Count, with species and numbers returned by anyone so
inclined, during a finite period of the summer.

● Randomsightings,madebyanyoneatany time, returned to the county recorder.
Eachof these schemes/processeshasadvantagesand flaws. TheUKBMSandWCBS
are designed to fulfil quite different objectives. Transects selected for the UKBMS
are always sited in areas known to host butterflies; indeed many are on land in
nature reserves. The procedure for transect monitoring is fairly tightly controlled
and volunteers are competent at identification. The maintenance of these
transects, yearonyear, gives valuable insight into theprogressionor (moreusually)
decline of colonies in areas where habitats can be managed, at least to some
degree. Since these habitats are frequently maintained or uncontrolled changes
registered, this information has been valuable in tracking shifts in colonies due to
climate change. Where the UKBMS fails is in tracking the uncontrollable changes
due to habitat degradation. This principally occurs on agricultural land, where
transects are difficult to establish and are unattractive to volunteers. Hence the
WCBS 1 km squares are selected at randomand frequently include agricultural and
urban/suburbanareas. This is currently ouronlyhandleon theway that agriculture
or other managed land use is degrading our butterfly populations.
The Big Butterfly Count is said to provide useful data, but this must be doubted for
any species that is difficult to identify by observers with only a passing interest in
butterflies. So, Peacock declines and Red Admiral explosions have been reliably
registered by the Count, but Essex Skipper expansions or Wall Brown declines? I
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don’t think so. However, the Big Butterfly Count is a valuable PR exercise, as
evidenced by the increase in Butterfly Conservationmembership that it promotes,
so long may it succeed.
County Recorder data generally hasmore validity, in that those sending records to
the recorder usually know what they are doing and many have a long term
‘relationship’ with the recorder, such that their reliability is well judged.
It appears that these schemes are set to continue for the foreseeable future, so
efforts to evaluate their reliability are valuable toBC and tous ‘foot soldiers’. By far
the greatest organisational efforts have gone into the UKBMS and WCBS, so a
detailed study of the comparability of their data makes interesting reading. Such
a comparison was reported in 2015 by a consortium from Butterfly Conservation,
the NERC Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, The BTO and Footprint Ecology (Journal
of Insect Conservation 19:313-324).
Full details of the procedures for these two study methods can be found on the
Butterfly Conservation website, but in essence, they both involve volunteers
walking adefined track,whilst identifying and recording butterfly species along the
way, though the UKBMS enforces stricter controls over data acquisition.
Nevertheless, the data generated by both types of survey comprise species and
numbers, backedupbydate, timeandweather information, so comparisons canbe
made. Tomake comparisonmoredirect, the study took the transect data (UKBMS)
as representative of the 1 km square in which the transect was centred. Thus
rendered, the sites were categorised to reflect defined regions of the country, as
follows: Easterly Lowlands (England and a little bit of Wales), Westerly Lowlands
(England & Wales), Uplands (England & Wales), Scottish Lowlands, Intermediate
uplands & islands (Scotland), Proper Uplands (Scotland) and Northern Ireland.
Within these regions data were then related to habitat types, such as broadleaved
woodland, coniferous woodland, arable and horticulture, grassland (natural and
‘improved’),heathland,wetland,montane,coastalandurban/suburban. Thestudy
gives a detailed breakdown of the extent to which the UKBMS andWCBS give data
representative of these regional and habitat categories. As expected, this is
variable, but there are many instances where their representation is sufficiently
similar to give an index of their inherent comparability.
They adopted a model based on Poisson distribution to compute estimates of
reliability and compensation for missing data. This gave an overall estimate of the
variability of dataand its confidence limits. The statisticalmodel used is outside the
experience of this author (and, I suspect, of some of the authors of the paper), but
the respectability of the authors and the peer-reviewed source of the paper lends
confidence in the validity of the data and the conclusions of the study. The
conclusions also make sense, which inspires confidence.
So, what were the conclusions? As expected the UKBMS gives poor reporting on
arable and horticultural land. Also as expected, theUKMBS gives scant coverage of
upland habitats. Where the two study types do cover similar areas in lowland
England andWales, there is good agreement between their data. The scatterplot
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shows the agreement between the
two types of survey. This plot
shows the mean count for each
species for the WCBS plotted
against theequivalentvalue for the
UKBMS for the years 2009 to 2013.
Data for Meadow Brown and
Scotch Argus are omitted from this
graph, because their numbers
were an order ofmagnitude higher
than those for most of the other
species; hence their inclusion
would have compressed the

majority data,making it less clear. No species of butterfly (of the 26 included in the
survey) stood out systematically as significantly higher in one form of survey over
the other, though the three 'whites' species had slightly higher mean values in the
WCBS squares over equivalent transect surveys. In contrast several Nymphalidae
species (e.g.. Ringlet, Meadow Brown, Scotch Argus) gave higher counts on the
transects. For rarer or more local species, their appearance was much greater on
transects, the best example being Scotch Argus, where the transect mean was 1.5
times theWCBS mean value. This is not surprising - transects would be created in
the appropriate area because the butterfly is known to be there, creating disparity
even for WCBS squares falling by random into the appropriate region.
Thus, there is reasonable agreement over the period assessed between the two
typesof survey. The relatedand important question is do theyboth reflect changes
in populations to the same degree? The point was made earlier that degrading of
populations due to agricultural practices should be revealed by appropriateWCBS
squares, but not by transects: does the study bear this out?
Theauthorsexaminedchangesdetectedduringthetestperiod(2009-2013)andthe
overall correlation between the two forms of survey was very good (p<0.001), but
this statistic covers all types of habitat and, perhaps, hides the real issue. Looking
at the rates of change for all species (it is not possible to represent the data here),
indicates a progressive decrease in numbers registered by theWCBS compared to
the BMS data, which supports the hypothesis. However, as the authors point out,
there is an inbuilt flaw in theWCBS sampling, because the observermust be able to
walk through the 1 kmsquare, hence sampling is biased towards footpaths and this
may distort the representation of some habitats, such as arable or other farmland.
It is clear from this admirable piece of work that the comparison is worthwhile,
which is good, because it must have involved a lot of work. I recommend going to
the original paper, because it presents a lot of data and the readerwill derivemore
information than I have been able to present here. We need to see the data from
a longer period of surveys than the five years dealt with here. Indeed it is asking a
lot to extract influences from habitat or climate change on a 5 year basis, so it is to
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be hoped that the energy and resources can enable the data to be revisited 10 and
20 years on. For now, I hope that I have represented the authors' study with
sufficient accuracy and detail; if you want more, go to the original text.
D.B.Roy et al. (2015) Journal of Insect Conservation 19:313-324
Internet reference DOI 10.1007/s10841-014-9739-0
Note: the scatterplot was prepared by myself from the authors' data: it does not infringe copyright. Ed.

Peacock
an audiovisual masterpiece

It's an eyeball pleaser, no doubt about it, but the butterfly is engineered for optimal
function - the vorsprung durch technik of the insect world.

It has oneof the longest-lived adult stages ofUK species. Typically newadults canhatch
in June or July. They then generally enjoy themselves, fattening up for a winter
hibernation spent in some dark corner away from the weather. Their hibernating sate
is not a true diapause, because they can emerge from their hideouts on sunny days
during any of the winter months to seek a nutritional top-up, exercise their flight
muscles,gladdenourheartsandthengobacktosleep. Inspring theyemergeagain, they
mate, the females lay eggs and presumably expire in late summer.

Considering the butterfly's anatomy, we will start with the underside, which has a
feature that confers two distinct biological
advantages. Note the phrase - I did not use the
word 'functions' because that is something we
assume. The term for this is teleology - the
assumption that a feature exists to serve a
function. We cannot state that categorically,
but we can suggest that a feature gives an
advantage to life. So, look at the picture. The
underside is dark with a cryptic dull pattern.
When the butterfly becomes active it needs to
warm up. Dark wings will absorb radiant heat

Wewould like to establishmoreUKBMS transects andWCBS 1 km squares in
Cheshire, butwe needmore volunteers to do so. TheWCBS requires just two
visits each summer and the UKBMS would involve you in a team of transect
walkers, requiring perhaps 5 visits in total. If you would like to know more,
without commitment, please contact Alan Chadwick (WCBS) or Tim Ward
(UKBMS) to get information. Their contact details are on page 4.
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and accelerate warming. As with other butterfly species, Peacocks will angle their
closed wings to get maximum radiation from the sun when they need warmth. The
second advantage is camouflage, especially during hibernation. Imagine this butterfly,
with closed wings, in a dark corner of a garden shed. It would not be easy to spot. All
of thewinterhibernatingNymphalidshavedarkdullunderwings;evenRedAdmirals can
hide the red and white underneath the forewing by folding it under the hindwing with
its dull underside.

What about the upper side? The eye-spots are the predominant feature and these give
the butterfly its common name. It has been assumed that the advantage of eye-spots
comes from their supposed imitation of a creature with large eyes; and a creature with
large eyes is likely to be a large creature. Enough to frighten a potential predator?
Deliberate "flashing" of the eye-spots by Peacock butterflies, in response to proximity
of a potential predator, had been described by A.D.Blest in 1957. His report was a
descriptionofastereotypicalbehaviour,withasuggested functionbasedonadeterrent
effect on Yellowhammers and Great Tits. Some Swedes tested the hypothesis and
performed experiments to see whether the eye-spots per se are critical and whether
bluffing the predator was effective.

Their test predator was the Blue Tit; they caught several and held them briefly in
captivity for the duration of the experiments. To test the efficacy of the eye-spots they
painted themoutwith black dye (b). Their control butterflieswere normal Peacocks (a)
and specimens that had a similar amount of black dye, but not applied to the eye-spots
(c). Butterflies with eye-spots (both a and c) were 100% successful in repelling the Blue

Tits. In contrast, half of the butterflies with eye-spots obliterated were killed and this
was statistically significant (p<0.03).

However, the Peacock has another defence - it hisses, like a snake. The sound
(technically a 'stridulation') is made by rubbing the rear upper wing underside against
the upper-side of the hindwing. This movement happens as part of eye-spot flashing.
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It has not been tested by audiogram, but it is possible that this stridulation has high
frequency components that are more significant to potential predators than to us. So
they tested the importance of this by cutting away the functional parts of both wings -
a narrowband fromeach. Their controlwas removal of a narrowbandof the hind-wing
at the trailing edge, which is not involved in stridulation. Thus, the treated butterflies
were unable to stridulate, whilst the controls made normal sounds. They tested these
audio-manipulations with and without eye-spots. The extreme case - no eye-spots, no
sound-suffered80%mortalitywhenexposedtothebirds (p<0.001), suggesting that the
capacity to stridulate can compensate a little for the absence of eye-spots. With visible
eye-spots, the presence or absence of the hiss was irrelevant. Hence, the hissing could
make a difference, but only for blind or poorly sighted predators. This is not a facetious
comment. There is evidence of predation of hibernating butterflies andmoths by bats
and one study (Møhl &Miller, 1976) showed that bats can react to the stridulations of
Peacocks.

The authors noted that none of the treatments (dye or wing 'surgery') had an effect on
the energy or extent of wing flashing; indeed it was more vigorous in the treated
butterflies. The authors suggest that this could be attributed to the Blue Tits getting
closer to the treated butterflies, because of their impaired deterrent. They also noted
that there seemed to be no learning effect on the Blue Tits to undermine the deterrent
effect of the eye-spots, rather the opposite was the case - on the third approach, the
birds gave up sooner.

The experimental design was both careful and thorough; lots of detail is omitted from
this short précis and the findings are believable. One might wonder whether the Blue
Tit is themost suitable predator to test. I suspect that theavailability of outbuildings for
butterfly hibernation in themore heavily populated UKmight alter the likely predators
frombirds tomice. I wonderwhethermicewould be so effectively deterred, but I have
no desire to sacrifice numbers of Peacocks to find out.
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Note: the blackout of eye-spots and other wing parts in the photographs was made on the
image in Photoshop, to avoid copyright restrictions, not on real butterflies. Ed.

Paperless?
If youwould like to savemoney for theBranchandButterfly Conservation, you
can elect to receive your newsletter by e-mail. It looks exactly the same, but
youwouldalsohaveextrapagesdetailingusefulwebsitesandotheraspectson
internet use for butterflies & moths. Just contact the Editor to go paperless.
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Warm, wet winters do the damage
Many of our butterfly species spend the winter as dormant larvae, in a state known as
diapause. The principal characteristics of this state are arrested development with
reducedmetabolism and temperature to a level that just sustains life. In this state they
are resilient to very low temperatures and can pass through a cold winter to wake up
in springandcontinue their life cycle. But thesedays theyarevulnerable. Many sources
show that declines in butterfly populations are exaggerated in those species that pass
the winter as larvae and these declines are more prevalent during warm, wet winters.
One possible culprit is fungal infection. It is well established that fungi benefit from
warm, wet winters (see, for example Birgander et al., 2017). So are larvae more
susceptible to fungal infection than the other stages of the butterfly life cycle? Firstly,
they are more "wettable". Eggs and pupae have a tough outer integument, which is
usually shiny and water-repellant. Larvae have roughened soft skin, with many
protrusions, hence theouter surfaceprobably provides abetter environment for fungal
growth.
But why are larvae susceptible to fungal infections? How do they deal with infections
in general? Insects do not have an immune system like those of mammals. There are
twomain differences - their immune systems have no specificity and no memory. The
lack of a molecular memory prevents them from raising antibodies to target specific
infectious organisms. This does not mean that they have inadequate defences against
germs; indeed under certain circumstances their defence mechanisms are very
effective. Injury is a constant hazard, bringing the chance of infection. The insect
immune system is well equipped to fight an infection acquired at a focal point, like an
injury. They build a wall. They have cells called granulocytes in their haemolymph (the
fluid that substitutes for blood), which migrate rapidly to an injury, recognise invading
microorganisms and deposit granular matter on anything that is alien. A secondary
response then comes from another cell type, plasmatocytes, which produce a
hardening barrier. Thus the invading organism is isolated and ejected.
Most of the research on this topic has been done on fruit flies (Drosphila), but some
studies have used Manduca sexta, which is a hawk moth (Carolina Sphinx), so we do
have informationpertaining to Lepidoptera. It is clear that in thismoth fungal infections
trigger a different immune response from bacterial infection. It is also logical to argue
that a system that can be effective against a focal source of infection might not be so
effective against a fungus that is spreading widely across the larval skin. Furthermore,
a larva that is in diapause, with all systems close to 'shut-down' would almost certainly
have a blunted response to infection. Thus, it is likely that one reason for the damaging
effects of these warm, wet winters is the prevalence of fungal infections to which
hibernating caterpillars are particularly susceptible. As any gardenerwill tell you,we're
better off with a cold dry one.
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Barry Shaw gains 'Outstanding Volunteer'
award from Butterfly Conservation

Barry has recently stood down as our County
Butterfly Recorder, a role he has diligently held
and performed to an extremely high standard
for 23 years.
This role, as county recorders will testify, has
required the careful validation and tabulation
of tensof thousandsof records,most inwritten
form, from recorders all over Cheshire and the
Wirral.
This endeavour required many hours of
painstaking work over the winter months in
order topublishbeforeeachSpring season,The
Cheshire and Wirral Butterfly Report. This
publication allowed our members to plot and
appreciate the trends and fortunes of our
butterflies over many year, for many people
over the whole of their time of membership.
Barry was a founding member of our branch
andhisencyclopaedic knowledgeofour county
species and their distribution has always been
readilyavailable toanyonepursuingan interest
in our butterflies.
In 1998 all this data was collated in the
publication of the book “The Butterflies of
Cheshire” of which Barry was designer and
author. This book set the standard for many
county publications that have followed.
As a true lepidopterist Barry’s work with
butterflies is complemented by his own moth
recording, having run a moth trap in his
Cheshire garden on most nights.
During his 20 years serving on our committee
Barry has been what any branch needs:
someone with a wise head, real in depth
knowledge of where our butterflies are and
who throughout the whole region one may
approach for the best of advice.

Malcolm Plant
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White Plume Moth
by Muriel Dale



Large Elephant Hawkmoth larva
by Jon Ashton


